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In the sky, the ancient emperor Yu Huang and the demon ancestor Wutian looked at each other and saw 

that the heavenly daughter cared about ye Chen, which was a little messy. It was a good time for them 

to take action. 

 

"Tiannv, reincarnation today will be defeated. You can't protect him! I'm fighting to sacrifice this part, 

and it's impossible for you to achieve your wish!" 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang drank violently, and his blood surged all over him, which turned out to 

be self explosion on the spot. 

 

His avatar was forged from the legendary staff and exploded with terrible power. A violent 

thunderstorm was born in the sky and exploded to the goddess. 

 

This thunder cloud also contains the life and blood energy of the supreme Ye family after the sacrifice of 

jade fragments. The impact is extremely terrible. 

 

Thunder clouds continue to oppress, and the world law of the whole forbidden area is declared to 

collapse, with countless space cracks and air currents rolling. 

 

Within the Forbidden City, many buildings were also destroyed, and I don't know how many collapsed. 

 

At the same time, Mo Zu Wutian also made a bold move. The black hole vortex gathered by 100 million 

jade fragments was like a collapsing sun, rolling down from high altitude, and exploded with the thunder 

cloud of the feather emperor, severely killing tiannv and ye Chen. 

 

The combined violent impact of the two forces made Ye Chen suffocate on the spot. 

 



He hurried back with his grandfather. 

 

Seeing the thunder cloud explosion and black hole vortex falling from the sky, tiannv did not change her 

face and said: 

 

"Ha ha, I said, today I want to guard reincarnation, who can hurt my people?" 

 

With a clang, tiannv pulled out the ice Phoenix Sky Sword, and in an instant, the cold of the sky sword 

burst. 

 

Behind her, the book of the emperor of the earth crashed again. Originally, it was only half a page, but 

at this moment, she was eager to protect reincarnation, and unexpectedly made a breakthrough, 

manifesting a complete page. 

 

That stone page of the book, the ancient text floating, floating up, lingering on the tiannv's ice Phoenix 

Sky Sword. 

 

Ice Phoenix Tianjian got the blessing of the emperor of the earth, Tianjian emperor of the earth, even 

more Shenwei burst, sharp edge rolling.. 

 

"Break it!" 

 

The heavenly daughter gave a soft drink, and the ice Phoenix Heavenly Sword was cut out like a god like 

a tide. 

 

With a hiss, the unparalleled sword Qi cut off the self explosion of the ancient emperor, the sacrifice of 

the Ye family, and the 100 million jade fragments of the demon ancestor Wutian! 

 

Just now, it was still a scene of doomsday collapse, but the tiannv sword came out, the world was clean, 

the world was clear, the sun shone on her, and she was invincible like the Supreme God, strong to 

incredible. 

 



This is not only the tenacity of the goddess of heaven, but also the tenacity of the emperor of the earth! 

 

The book of the emperor of the earth, one of the legendary treasures of the three emperors, is really 

too strong and terrible. 

 

Tiannv just awakened a page of paper, which is enough to push the real world horizontally. Her power is 

so strong that she is invincible in the world. 

 

The empress Yu and the empress Mo Zu Wutian's backhand were cut off by the goddess of heaven in an 

instant. 

 

"What!" 

 

Demon Zu Wutian saw this scene and was shocked. 

 

He knew that tiannv was strong, but he didn't expect to be so strong. 

 

Don't say he's just a separate body, even if it's the real body, I'm afraid he's not the enemy of tiannv. 

 

"The goddess of heaven is so overbearing, I'm afraid I'm not her enemy." 

 

In the distance, Ren Feifan, seeing the fierce and invincible appearance of the goddess of heaven, also 

pulled the corners of her mouth slightly. 

 

The battle effectiveness of the heavenly daughter who is in charge of the book of the emperor of the 

earth has simply changed qualitatively, soaring to a crazy level. 

 

"Boy, you really made a good deal..." 

 



Ren Feifan looked at Ye Chen with some helplessness. If it weren't for ye Chen, he would trade the earth 

Emperor God book to the goddess. The strength of the goddess would not expand to such an 

outrageous level. 

 

It can only be said that the complete artifact is too fierce. 

 

Previously, Ren Feifan was 50% sure that he could defeat tiannv, and the victory or defeat of both sides 

was 50% or 50%. 

 

But now, his assurance of victory is less than 20%. 

 

Ye Chen saw the strong appearance of the goddess urging the emperor of the earth and pushing the 

whole audience, which was also astonished and shocked. 

 

Ye evil God smiled bitterly and said, "grandson, you really lost blood when you handed over the book of 

the emperor of the earth." 

 

The book of the emperor of the earth is so powerful that ye Chen used it to trade and exchange it for 

the heavenly prison soul crystal. On the surface, he lost money to his grandmother's house. 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, didn't care, and said, "it's not a loss, just take what you need." 

 

The heavenly prison soul crystal is the key material to complete the reincarnation holy soul sky. 

 

Between the world, there is only the last piece of pure heaven prison soul crystal. If ye Chen doesn't 

trade, he can't get it at all. 

 

You know, the soul crystal of heaven prison is a specialty of the hell world, and the world law of the hell 

world has long been rewritten, and all hell demons have dissipated, establishing the order of 

reincarnation. 

 



In other words, the heavenly prison Soul Crystal has been out of print, and even in the hell world, there 

can be no output in the future. 

 

If it weren't for the use of the soul crystal in the heaven prison to complete the reincarnation holy soul 

day, I'm afraid that facing the emperor's release day today, ye Chen will be completely destroyed. 

 

Emperor Shi Tian reached the top of the demon, and only Ye Chen, who was in charge of the 

reincarnation holy soul, could compete in the world. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen used the book of the emperor of the earth to trade the heavenly prison soul crystal. 

He did not regret his decision. 

 

Tiannv's sword was in her hand, and her demeanor was absolutely arrogant. Suddenly, she stepped on 

her toes and rose to the sky, killing the demon ancestor Wutian in front of her. With a heavy blow from 

her jade palm, Wutian was beaten to vomit blood and fell to the ground, just beside Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, kill him. Although he's only a part of himself, he's also lucky after all. It's also good for you to 

kill him." 

 

The heavenly daughter smiled and said to Ye Chen in a gentle and kind voice. 

 

Demon Zu Wutian's separation contains the great luck of the gate of eternal life. She asked Ye Chen to 

kill in order to repay Ye Chen's kindness in trading the emperor's book. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Wutian and saw him fall into the dust. He was beaten by the heavenly daughter and 

vomited blood. His hair was scattered, and his body twitched. He looked extremely embarrassed, and he 

had lost his former dignity. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly felt that demon Zu Wutian was a little pathetic. 

 

If this separation is killed, no innocent body will be greatly affected and his vitality will be greatly 

damaged. 

 



Shaking his head, ye Chen had no superfluous kindness, so he wanted to step on Wu Tian. 

 

"Brother ye, show mercy!" 

 

At this time, an anxious voice sounded. 

 

I saw a boy running in a hurry. It was Guichen. 

 

Guichen ended his flail cutting at this time. There was a faint golden light in his eyes. The chains of his 

eyes were also cut. 

 

In other words, the number of his flail cuts has reached 99! 

 

Ye Chen was surprised and looked at Guichen. Seeing the weather of his flail cutting, it was not obvious, 

not even a billion of him. 

 

If ye Chen is willing, one finger can crush Guichen hundreds of millions of times. 

 

There are two possibilities for returning to dust and cutting flail. 

 

On the one hand, he was born to be the best, with almost no shackles. The shackles are much weaker 

than ordinary people, and it is extremely easy to cut the shackles, so even if he cuts the shackles 99, he 

will release little potential and atmosphere. 
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The second possibility is that ye Chen's flail cutting weather is too violent, covering up the light of 

returning dust. 

 



If Guichen hadn't come out now, no one would have noticed him at all. 

 

"Brother ye, show mercy! Please let go of Mo Zu Wutian. He is another me." 

 

GUI Chen knelt down, and his voice sobbed. 

 

At this time, he cut ninety-nine shackles, and had vaguely caught the existence of the shackles of the 

heart. He also saw his heart and peeped into his life experience. 

 

He is the incarnation of evil ancestor Wutian's good thoughts, and he is another Wutian! 

 

At this time, seeing the demon ancestor Wutian, falling dust, embarrassed and bloodstained, GUI Chen 

was also worried and depressed, extremely poor. 

 

"No... don't kneel!" 

 

Wutian, the demon ancestor in the dust, saw GUI Chen kneeling and drank angrily. 

 

GUI Chen was still kneeling, and even kowtowed to Ye Chen for three times, saying, "brother ye, I can 

integrate with Mo Zu Wutian, so that he can turn evil into good. In the future, everyone is friends, so 

there is no need to fight." 

 

His voice was full of goodness, and he really didn't want to see demon Zu Wutian fight with Ye Chen 

again. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank and hesitated to consider. 

 

At this time, I saw a figure rushing like lightning, lifting the magic ancestor Wutian with one hand and 

holding Guichen with the other hand, and quickly turned around and ran away. 

 

That figure is the Lord of eternal life. 



 

He saw that today the goddess of heaven came, and the reincarnation victory was decided, so he 

wanted to escape with Wutian and Guichen to reduce losses.. 

 

The Eternal Lord fled so fast that in the blink of an eye he tore a void crack and wanted to go away. 

 

"Under my nose, do you still want to run?" 

 

The heavenly daughter snorted, the emperor's Divine Book urged, the laws of heaven and earth were 

solidified, and the void cracks torn by the Eternal Lord were also forcibly blocked. 

 

The immortal Lord was terrified, looking back at the appearance of tiannv dominating the world, and 

there was only despair in his heart. 

 

Holding Bing Huang's sword, the heavenly daughter wanted to kill the immortal Lord, the demon 

ancestor Wutian and Guichen with one sword, but suddenly, her face changed, and her delicate body 

burst out a trace of strange demon gas and hurriedly retreated rapidly. 

 

The law of heaven and earth blocked by the emperor's book is also restored to operation. The Eternal 

Lord sees the opportunity and immediately tears the void away. 

 

"Emperor Shi Tian, your demon is really powerful. I wish you can control the goddess smoothly, 

hahaha..." 

 

Before leaving, the Eternal Lord laughed and left a word. 

 

In the sky, Emperor Shi Tian stood in the void, and his magic gas burst out. 

 

The evil spirit shrouded the sky and went towards the goddess. 

 

The goddess felt her demon in her heart, ready to move, and her head was buzzing. 



 

Just because of this, she was unable to pursue the Eternal Lord. 

 

Emperor Shitian's face was a little determined, and there was a gambler's enthusiasm. 

 

"Tiannv, you are so strong. If I control you, I am invincible!" 

 

Emperor Shi Tian's voice was fierce, which was his last fight. 

 

Ye Chen has the reincarnation holy soul day. Even if he ascends to the top, he is not ye Chen's enemy. 

 

Now, there is only one way for him to defeat Ye Chen, and even Ren Feifan, ye Yishen and others. 

 

That is, use the mind demon to control the heavenly daughter! 

 

As long as he controls Ren tiannv, he can get all of her! 

 

If tiannv becomes a puppet of a demon, he can use it to fight the world! 

 

The demon in the heart of tiannv is much stronger than Ren Feifan, Yu Huanggu Di, and Mo Zu Wutian. 

 

Because she is a woman! 

 

As long as it is a woman, there are always more weaknesses in her heart than men. 

 

At the moment, the demons of the goddess of heaven were attracted out, and the evil spirits of all kinds 

of sins pervaded in her body were curling up and constantly converging into pictures. 

 

In the picture, she and ye Chen fall in love. 



 

This is a picture that has never happened. It is the desire and imagination of the goddess of heaven, and 

it is her demon. 

 

Her demon is Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen saw those evil pictures and immediately blushed. He didn't expect that the desire in the heart 

of the heavenly daughter was so blazing. 

 

Fortunately, these pictures can't be seen by others, even by Emperor Shitian. Outsiders can only see the 

continuous rise of evil spirits. 

 

Only Ye Chen, who is closely related to tiannv, can clearly see the specific image of tiannv's demons. 

 

Tiannv also felt Ye Chen's eyes, and she was even more ashamed. In this way, her demons broke out 

more violently, and her facial features were slightly distorted. 

 

"Ren tiannv, sink, sink in sin!" 

 

"You are not a high goddess!" 

 

"Sink in sin and the abyss, you don't deserve a name, you will become my puppet!" 

 

Emperor Shi Tian opened his arms and sang loudly. 

 

With his singing, the goddess of heaven suffered more, the demons violently tossed, and her reason was 

gradually losing. 

 

Ren Feifan, ye Yishen, as well as Zhetian demon emperor, Xiao Huang, Xuelong, Ji Siqing and others, 

were thrilled when they saw that tiannv was about to fall. 

 



The invincible Ren tiannv, can't she escape her inner sin? 

 

Emperor Shi Tian was even more excited when he saw the hope of success. 

 

PA! 

 

However, at this time, a hard slap fell on his face. 

 

Ye Chen rushed to the sky and slapped emperor Shitian on the cheek. 

 

The demon in the heart of emperor Shitian sang and became mute in an instant. 

 

"How dare a demon tumor make trouble in front of me?" 

 

Ye Chen was extremely angry, and the light of reincarnation holy soul sky burst out. 

 

The spirit of demons in heaven and earth was suddenly suppressed. 

 

Emperor Shitian's cheek was slapped by Ye Chen, and his head was buzzing. 
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Then, ye Chen grabbed emperor Shitian's neck with his palm, like pinching a chicken. 

 

As long as ye Chen spits out his palm power, he can completely kill emperor Shitian. 

 

The powerful thing of emperor Shitian is not himself, but the demons of others. 

 



Emperor Shi Tian ascended to the top of the demon, and no one dared to approach him, but ye Chen 

was brilliant and invincible. Relying on the ferocity of the reincarnation holy soul day, he suppressed 

emperor Shi Tian to death, and the latter had no possibility of resistance. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you..." 

 

Emperor Shi Tian was angry and resentful, but he didn't finish saying a word, and was slapped by Ye 

Chen. 

 

"What are you? You are a clown. Today, I will kill you like crushing an ant!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were as angry as anger, and he severely slapped emperor Shitian more than a dozen 

times, smashing his mouth and cheeks. The latter's hair was scattered, his face was full of blood, and his 

appearance was extremely embarrassed. 

 

Even if the emperor Shi Tian became the emperor, inherited the Taoist tradition of the emperor Shi 

Wanye, and even reached the peak of the demons, ye Chen cut the yoke 99 and took charge of the 

reincarnation holy soul day. It was simply not too easy for him to kill the emperor Shi Tian. 

 

Emperor Shi Tian made drastic progress than before, but ye Chen's transformation was far beyond him. 

 

Tiannv pulled out from her demonic state and returned to normal. She looked at emperor Shitian angrily 

and said, "Ye Chen, kill him quickly! This damn demonic tumor actually hurt me, hurt me..." 

 

Speaking of the end, her cheeks flushed, thinking of her just now, all kinds of evil desires and evil 

thoughts of the world of mortals were aroused by the demons of her heart. She was so ashamed that 

she just wanted to kill emperor Shitian now. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold and said, "this emperor Shi Tian is not busy killing him. It's useful for me to 

keep him." 

 

The heavenly daughter was stunned and said, "why do you keep him?" 

 



Emperor Shitian was stunned when he heard Ye Chen's words. 

 

Can I still have a chance to live today? 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice, "it's very difficult to break through the shackles of my heart. I think it 

needs the help of demons to cut off the shackles of my heart." 

 

Ye Chen cut the yoke before, and with the guidance of Xuan Hanyu, hit the yoke of the heart with the 

boat of sin, probably breaking half of it.. 

 

But the remaining shackles were extremely strong and could not be broken. 

 

No matter how ye Chen impacts, those shackles remain unmoved. 

 

Ye Chen felt that if he wanted to cut off those shackles, it was impossible to use ordinary means. He 

needed a more violent evil impact to make his desires explode completely. 

 

Only when all desires erupt, can we see our true heart, look directly at everything, and break through 

the shackles. 

 

It's not enough to rely on the boat of sin. Ye Chen needs a more violent collision! 

 

Demons, is the best impact! 

 

"Emperor Shitian, I'll give you a chance." 

 

"Enter my inner world, I don't do any defense, although you attack me with your heart." 

 

"If you can let me sink, you win this gamble." 

 



"If you don't have this ability, today is your death!" 

 

"You and I, only one person can survive today!" 

 

Ye Chen pinched emperor Shitian's neck and said word by word. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, the whole audience was shocked. 

 

Emperor Shi Tian was also incredible and said, "Lord of reincarnation, you have to bear my demons 

head-on without any defense? Hahaha... Cough... Cough! You... Aren't you looking for death?" 

 

Emperor Shitian laughed and was pinched by Ye Chen around his neck. The air flow was blocked and he 

coughed. 

 

What he fears most about ye Chen is the defense of reincarnation holy soul heaven. 

 

If ye Chen doesn't defend, it's death seeking. 

 

Ye Chen said coldly, "don't talk nonsense, dare you bet?" 

 

Emperor Shi Tian snorted, and he also knew that ye Chen wanted to use his demons to break through 

the shackles of the heart. 

 

However, he doesn't care, and he doesn't think ye Chen can succeed. 

 

In this world, no matter who is eroded by his demons, there is only a dead end. 

 

He has this confidence! 

 

"Bet, bet, if you want to die, I'll do what you want!" 



 

Emperor Shitian immediately promised. 

 

"Very good." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

Tiannv was shocked and said, "Ye Chen, are you crazy?" 

 

She was almost destroyed by the demons and completely fell. 

 

She knew very well how powerful the top demon was. If ye Chen didn't defend, he would be suicidal. 

 

Ren Feifan was also shocked and scared, saying, "boy, don't be impulsive!" 

 

It's Ye Chen's grandfather who keeps calm. 

 

Ye evil God smiled, "brother Ren, heavenly daughter, don't panic. I've seen the future. The gambling 

fight between reincarnation and Demons has won at least 60% 

 

Ren Feifan exclaimed, "only 60%, how can you bet?" 

 

Ye Xie said: "many things, 60% sure, are worth doing." 

 

Ye Chen looked at Grandpa and nodded at him. 

 

60% confidence, almost as he estimated. 

 



The shackles of the heart are really too difficult to break through. Only by using the impact of the heart 

demon can there be a glimmer of hope. 

 

"Sister tiannv, protect the law for me." 

 

Ye Chen looked at tiannv affectionately and said, "if the shackles of my heart break through, remember 

your promise and lend me Binghuang Tianjian." 

 

Seeing ye Chen's firm appearance and knowing that persuasion was useless, the heavenly daughter 

sighed softly, "I always remember." Gently stroked Binghuang Tianjian. 

 

Then her eyes looked down. 

 

Below, Xuantian Xiao and Tianli are standing. 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang broke up and was rescued by the immortal Lord. Just now, the heavenly 

daughter was almost controlled by the demons. In fact, they had a chance to escape. 

 

However, they want to watch the excitement and see the destruction of the goddess. 

 

Unexpectedly, tiannv was rescued by Ye Chen. 

 

This time, their Qi machine was locked by the goddess, and it would be difficult to run again. Something 

happened after watching a good play. 

 

It's the fantasy emperor of the fantasy family, who has long seen the situation and fled far away. 

 

Tiannv almost fell just now. She was angry in her heart. Looking at Xuantian Xiao and Tianli, her eyes 

also showed murderous spirit, and she shouted, "die for me!" 

 

Binghuang Tianjian cut out and wanted to kill the two people to vent their anger. 



 

Xuantian Xiao and Tianli did not dare to face the sharp edge of tiannv directly, and fled in panic. 

 

Tiannv's sword Qi is divided into light and shadow, and it is as fast as startling electricity. 

 

The reason of heaven could not escape. She was cut by the sword of the goddess of heaven. With a 

scream of "ah", the gods and souls were destroyed and died on the spot. 

 

"Xiao Wang Shenjia, protect!" 

 

Xuantian owl was in danger, his blood was burning, and the armor he was wearing was bursting out with 

ancient patterns, converging into a totem, which was the totem of a giant owl, worthy of blocking the 

sword of tiannv. 

 

Poof! 

 

Xuantian owl opened his mouth and spewed blood. Relying on the owl King's divine armor, he 

reluctantly blocked the sword of the goddess, but the ferocious sword momentum of the goddess shook 

him spitting blood, and his internal organs were almost broken. 

 

Fortunately, he finally saved his life. Under serious injury, he tore through the void and escaped. 

 

Tianli was not so lucky and was killed on the spot. 

 

After the fall of the natural principle, his Taoist laws turned into pieces. 

 

That piece by piece, containing the breath of Tianli Avenue, finally automatically floated to the sky and 

gathered in the blood dragon. 
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The blood dragon got the fragment of the law of heaven, and its body exploded with a bang, bursting 

out a glittering aura, and quickly degenerated. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The blood dragon uttered a long dragon song. It once got the dragon soul of the king of the sky, and now 

it integrates the fragments of the law of heaven. Under the transformation against the sky, the blood 

dragon took charge of the law of heaven, and its strength soared greatly. 

 

"Master, I fused the fragments of the divine principle. I even have ye Chen's sin. The blood stained on his 

hands also turned into a roar, twisting and tearing. 

 

The images of those who had been killed by him appeared in the magic spirit, like thousands of ghosts, 

howling and avenging their grievances. 

 

Ye Chen's fear, sin, blood, desire, and lifelong faith all burst out at this moment. 

 

Everyone can clearly feel that ye Chen's inner belief has shocked everyone. 
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Bang Bang Bang—— 

 

Ye Chen's heart beat violently. It accelerated crazily again. Then it seemed that he had exhausted all his 

strength and suddenly stopped. 

 

Ye Chen's heart stopped. 

 

Woo woo 



 

The magic spirit of the yellow spring world gradually drifted away with the wind. 

 

A scene of fear appeared in front of everyone. 

 

I saw Ye Chen's huge heart, which had turned into a dark color at the moment, as dark as ink, like 

solidified ink for thousands of years, revealing evil thoughts. 

 

The whole heart also shrank completely, without a strong and powerful beat at all. 

 

The blood vessels and meridians above the heart are clearly visible, ferocious like the tentacles of a 

monster. 

 

What's more terrifying is the iron chains on the heart, which are hundreds of times denser than just 

now! 

 

Under the impact of the demon in the heart, ye Chen's shackles of the heart were also born in a crazy 

explosion. Thousands of iron chains crisscross, permanently imprisoning his withered black heart. 

 

Plop. 

 

Facing Ye Chen and Emperor Shitian, Emperor Shitian's body stood still, but ye Chen knelt down and lost 

all his looks. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Tiannv exclaimed loudly, unable to believe her eyes. 

 

She can't feel Ye Chen's breath of life. 

 



Ren Feifan also shook his face and trembled all over. Is Ye Chen dead? 

 

Even ye Chen's grandfather Ye Yishen, his pupils contracted, and looked at this scene inconceivably.. 

 

Ye Chen's heart blackened and shrunk. Instead of cutting off the shackles, it was ten times more. He was 

also stunned and scared, muttering, "can't you defeat the demons after all?" 

 

Ji Siqing, Wei Ying, shanrou, mu Yinxi and other women were even more frightened and cried. 

 

The goddess of heaven was so sad and angry that she waved her sword and beheaded at emperor 

Shitian: "emperor Shitian, I'm going to kill you!" 

 

Bang bang! 

 

However, at this time, tiannv heard Ye Chen's heart beat twice. 

 

Bang bang! 

 

There was another heartbeat. 

 

Ye Chen's blackened and withered heart slowly resumed beating. 

 

The sound of the heartbeat, from weak to clear, is getting stronger and stronger. 

 

Every time the heart beats, a part of the shackles on the heart will fall. The signs of blackening are also 

like black fragments, which are shocked down. 

 

Bang, bang, bang, bang! 

 

The beating of the heart, like the beating of a heavenly drum, sounded in everyone's ears again. 



 

Ye Chen's heartbeat became stronger and stronger, and the chains and shackles on it were all shocked 

down one by one. 

 

All the blackened fragments were also shaken down. 

 

Ye Chen's heart regained its blood red color and was full of vitality. A shackle did not exist, and the once 

stone trace also dissipated without trace. 

 

Ye Chen, who knelt to the ground, shook his body, supported the ground with his hands, and stood up 

slowly. 

 

As soon as he stood up, the vigorous vitality and breath of vitality continued to permeate from him, 

making everyone feel as if they were illuminated by the sun. 

 

"Emperor Shitian, thank you very much." 

 

"If it weren't for the impact of your demons, I couldn't really cut the shackles of my heart." 

 

Ye Chen stared at emperor Shitian and smiled slightly. 

 

Under the stimulation of emperor Shitian, his demons and desires all burst out, and they all burst to a 

climax. 

 

Ye Chen can clearly feel the existence of his desire. 

 

He finally chose to face up to his desires. As Hongjun said, he faced his heart without complaint or 

regret. 

 

It was because ye Chen could look directly into his heart that he successfully broke through the demons 

of his heart and cut off all the shackles of his heart. 



 

At this moment, ye Chen cut all his flail, and the endless golden light of reincarnation burst out from his 

body. 

 

Majestic, magnificent, domineering, fierce, vast, brilliant as the sun, but warm as the spring breeze, 

covering the audience. 

 

Ji Siqing, Wei Ying, mu Yinxi, shanrou and other women, in the light of Ye Chen's reincarnation, their 

eyes became blurred and knelt down on the spot. 

 

In the forbidden area, martial artists and countless people feel the golden light of reincarnation and 

kneel down with sincere admiration. 

 

Looking at the whole audience, only Ren Feifan, ye Yishen, Ren tiannv and Zhetian demon emperor 

could barely stick to their original intentions and did not kneel to Ye Chen. 

 

But even so, they also have the feeling of trembling. 

 

Tremble for the rise of reincarnation! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen, a hundred flails, has been cut off for thousands of years, 
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The sky thundered and shook, and endless dark clouds gushed out. The dark clouds contained a violent 

smell of steel. A huge and towering throne emerged like lightning and thunder all over the sky. 

 

It's the iron throne! 

 



The spirit of the Iron Throne sat on the throne, looked at Ye Chen with great interest, and said, 

"reincarnation today beheads flail, such a grand scene, how can I be less?" 

 

A vast and magnificent steel evil spirit erupted from the Iron Throne. 

 

The whole forbidden area, covered by the breath of the iron throne, immediately began to iron. 

 

Everyone did not expect that the iron throne would suddenly appear, and everyone was unprepared. 

 

In just a blink of an eye, Zhetian demon emperor, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying, shanrou, mu Yinxi, Xiao Huang, ye 

endless and others were all turned into statues by iron. 

 

The martial artists and many masters in the Forbidden City were also instantly ironed under the breath 

of the Iron Throne. 

 

The whole Forbidden City suddenly became an iron fortress. 

 

"Blood dragon, demon emperor!" 

 

Ye Chen saw that the blood dragon, the demon emperor, Ji Siqing, Wei Ying and others all turned into 

steel statues, and the breath of life was completely lost. He was extremely shocked, and looked at the 

iron throne with fear and anger: 

 

"Iron Throne, what do you want to do!" 

 

The boundless smell of steel also came towards Ye Chen, but ye Chen cut all his flail without fear or 

influence. 

 

In the audience, only Ye Chen, Ren Feifan, Ren tiannv and others can remain unchanged under the 

breath of the Iron Throne. 

 



Other people, even ye Chen's grandfather ye evil god, are all iron. 

 

Ye evil god was injured, so he couldn't stop the majesty of the Iron Throne. 

 

The spirit of the Iron Throne fell from the air, stared at Ye Chen, and said with a smile, "nothing. I 

promised Wu Zu that I would not end easily. I don't want to embarrass you today, but just want to get 

back my things." 

 

When ye Chen saw his relatives and friends, all of them were iron. In anger, he gnashed his teeth and 

said, "what do you want?" 

 

The Iron Throne stared coldly at Ye Chen's heart and said, "the boat of sin, which was originally the 

magic weapon I got, was forcibly taken away by your grandfather. Give it back to me!" 

 

That year, in the world of sentient beings, the Iron Throne and the Buddha competed for the boat of sin. 

He was about to kill the Buddha and seize the magic weapon, but ye Chen's grandfather came and 

turned the tide of war, killing him seriously.. 

 

The boat of sin fell into the hands of the Buddha and was finally given to Ye Chen. It is now in Ye Chen's 

heart. 

 

The Iron Throne palms out, grabs Ye Chen's heart and says, "is that thing in your heart? Then I'll dig out 

your heart and take back what belongs to me!" 

 

Seeing the iron throne, the goddess was immediately shocked and angry. She waved her sword and 

killed out, saying, "Iron Throne, stop!" 

 

The Iron Throne felt the fierce sword of the goddess, and waves of fear appeared on his face. He hurried 

back and said in a deep voice, "goddess, it's you who should stop." 

 

"This is my gratitude and resentment with the Lord of reincarnation. It's not your turn to intervene." 

 



"As long as you stand by and wait for me to get the magic weapon back, I will naturally remove the iron 

here." 

 

"If not, millions of people here will never want to return to the original state in their lives." 

 

Tiannv was shocked and looked down at the Forbidden City, with countless steel statues. 

 

Although she doesn't care about others' life and death, she also knows that many of these people are ye 

Chen's relatives and friends, and she can't ignore them. 

 

"Ye Chen, give him what magic weapon he wants." 

 

Tiannv gritted her teeth, chose to compromise, and retreated with a sword. 

 

The Iron Throne smiled and said to Ye Chen, "give me back that magic weapon!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank. The boat of sin was a fragment without artifact. Naturally, he didn't want to give it 

up easily, but at the moment, it seemed that he couldn't help it. 

 

"I'll give it to you!" 

 

As soon as ye Chen gritted his teeth, he wanted to sacrifice the boat of sin to the Iron Throne. 

 

But suddenly, the Iron Throne body flashed, as fast as a shock, and rushed to Ye Chen, hehe said with a 

grim smile: 

 

"No, I'll take it back myself!" 

 

With that, his palms and nails became as sharp as steel blades, and he grabbed Ye Chen's heart to dig it 

out. 



 

Ye Chen can feel the murderous opportunity of the iron throne, which is extremely hot and extremely 

cold. 

 

"Damn! Despicable!" 

 

The heavenly daughter was frightened and angry, but she didn't expect the iron throne to go back and 

kill Ye Chen again. 

 

In fact, she was also on guard, but this time the Iron Throne shot, it was too fast, too fast to be 

incredible. It was burning life, and she had no time to stop it. 

 

The Iron Throne's eyes are vicious. He just wants to kill Ye Chen. What to get back the magic weapon is 

just an excuse. 

 

Today, ye Chen's hundred flails are cut off. The weather is too magnificent. The rise of reincarnation is 

unstoppable. 

 

He hated Ye Chen very much and didn't want Ye Chen to be his king. 

 

The only way is to kill Ye Chen and solve everything! 

 

Ye Chen has just finished cutting the flail, and the foundation is not yet stable. The Iron Throne still has a 

chance to kill. 

 

Once Ye Chen is stable, it is almost impossible for him to kill Ye Chen again. 

 

Because ye Chen's hundred flails were cut off, and the Qi and potential of reincarnation were all 

released. In the future, ye Chen has great Qi against the sky. Relying on the Iron Throne alone, it is 

absolutely impossible to suppress Ye Chen. 

 

The killing at this moment is his only chance! 



 

Ye Chen felt the sharp steel nails of the Iron Throne coming from cutting, and he also felt suffocated. 

 

The Iron Throne is strong! 

 

Very strong! 

 

Under the blockade of the Iron Throne Qi machine, ye Chen even found that his communication with 

reincarnation cemetery, Huang Lao, xuanhanyu and others were all interrupted. 
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The whole world seems to be left alone, facing the slaughter of the Iron Throne. 

 

The Iron Throne burns his blood and life, and this attack is extremely fierce. 

 

Even if ye Chen's hundred flail was cut off, his cultivation is still far behind that of the Iron Throne. 

 

Under the huge realm gap, he has fallen into death! 

 

"Die!" 

 

The Iron Throne roared, and his sharp nails poked at Ye Chen's heart. 

 

Ye Chen is in a critical moment of life and death. The only thing that can be used is reincarnation blood. 

 

"Reincarnation xuanbei, block it for me!" 

 



Ye Chen shouted violently, and the blood of reincarnation surged, summoning all the xuanbei of 

reincarnation in his body. 

 

Dust stele, wind stele, dark stele, poison stele, inflammation stele, spirit stele, magic stele, virtual stele, 

thunder stele! 

 

Nine xuanbei of reincarnation flew out together and surrounded Ye Chen's body in a circle. 

 

Boom! 

 

The awesome reincarnation momentum broke out from the nine mysterious steles. 

 

After ye Chen's hundred flails were cut off, the power of the reincarnation xuanbei also soared greatly. 

 

At this moment, the nine steles came out together, forming an unbreakable barrier in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The iron throne was hit, and the steel nail hit the xuanbei protection, motionless. 

 

His nails were even broken by the reaction force. 

 

"Do you think you can save your life just by reincarnation xuanbei?" 

 

"Heaven and earth are caged, and steel is imprisoned! Sleep with me!" 

 

Iron Throne face slightly twisted, and then issued a loud and vast singing.. 

 

Click click! 



 

The smell of Steel burst around. Thousands of cold and shiny iron knives, swords, guns and halberds 

broke out from the ground and turned into a huge steel weapon cage, enveloping the Iron Throne and 

ye Chen's body. 

 

Then, ye Chen felt that the land under his feet had turned into a pool of cold molten iron. 

 

He and the Iron Throne fell into the molten iron together and sank deep underground. 

 

Iron Throne mouth with a cold smile, reincarnation nine monument protection, almost invincible, he can 

not break in a short time. 

 

At this moment, he turned the earth into molten iron, and wanted to drag Ye Chen, together with the 

nine pillars of reincarnation, to sleep under the steel forever! 

 

Seeing this, Ren Feifan and Tian NV were both stunned. 

 

Ye Chen was unmoved and said coldly, "you want to pull me to sleep, but you are not qualified! Tianbei, 

suppress me!" 

 

Ye Chen drank ferociously and summoned the ancient Tianbei to come. 

 

At the moment when the nine steles of reincarnation came out together, ye Chen had a wonderful 

enlightenment. 

 

He somehow captured the energy of Tianbei! 

 

Grandpa was right. The gathering of nine steles and the outbreak of reincarnation blood can indeed 

summon the energy of Tianbei. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen is calling Tianbei! 



 

Boom—— 

 

Just listen to an amazing concussion, the sky is cracked, countless red neon colors are rolling, blooming 

into thousands of rainbows, and flowers are colorful. 

 

Surrounded by rainbow, rain and mystery, an ancient stone tablet appeared in the sky. 

 

The stone tablet, with the word "heaven" printed on it, is the legendary heaven tablet! 

 

The nine steles gathered together and summoned the energy of the Tianbei for a short time. 

 

As soon as the Tianbei appears, the surging energy breath is the sudden surge of the eight barrens, 

shaking the mountains and rivers, and the laws of the world are split. 

 

Even Ren Feifan and Ren tiannv tremble. 

 

They felt a supreme breath from the monument on that day. 

 

The terrible supreme breath that cannot be described in the words of the real world has even surpassed 

the ordinary artifact and the supreme treasure of the three emperors. 

 

Ye Chen is also amazed. If there is really any supreme will in this world, it is definitely not a dead face, 

but a monument! 

 

Tianbei is the supreme! 

 

That vast, magnificent, domineering, invincible, crushing all the terrible atmosphere, is simply incredible 

powerful, incredible terror. 

 



What ye Chen called down was only a trace of the energy of Tianbei, not completely. 

 

But it is this trace of Tianbei energy that makes the law of hell collapse everywhere. 

 

Originally, hell is an infinite world, but with the advent of the monument, the law collapses, but the 

world is shrinking, and it will even collapse into dust in a short time. 

 

The Iron Throne felt the majestic energy of the Tianbei, which was also shocking, and stared at Ye Chen: 

"you... You can summon the Tianbei!?" 

 

As soon as his voice fell, an ancient light burst out on the Tianbei, falling from the sky and shooting 

towards the Iron Throne. 

 

With the strength of the iron throne, there is no way to avoid the destruction of Tianbei. 

 

Poof! 

 

The stele pierced the chest of the iron throne, and forcibly pierced a transparent hole. The latter's facial 

features were distorted, and his body smelled burnt. 

 

Then, the virtual shadow of the Tianbei disappeared from the air, as if it had never appeared. 

 

Facing the collapse of hell, the law has also returned to stability. 

 

Ye Chen "Hua", vomited a mouthful of blood, and knelt down with a pale face. 

 

Summoning Tianbei almost emptied his power in an instant. 

 

The power of Tianbei is really terrible. 

 



Even ye Chen at this moment can only summon for a short time, and the cost is huge! 

 

"Lord of reincarnation..." 

 

In the throat of the iron throne, he gave out a hard gasp, and then the transparent hole in his chest was 

healing rapidly, and his breath was also recovering rapidly. 

 

"It seems that you have run out of oil and the lamp is dry, and I have one last blow!" 

 

The Iron Throne grinned grimly, and his body resonated faintly with the throne in the sky. 

 

The energy of the throne noumenon was poured into his spiritual body. 

 

The Iron Throne itself is dimmed a lot, and the energy consumption is huge, but the spirit of his throne is 

revived, and his spirit is refreshed again. 

 

"Not good!" 

 

Ren Feifan and Ren tiannv exclaimed in unison that they had just been stunned by the energy of Tianbei 

and had forgotten to mend their knives to the Iron Throne. 

 

The fighters lost and the Iron Throne resumed. It was too late for them to stop. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I see what else you can do!" 

 

With a grip of the palm of the iron throne, the breath of steel gathered, and turned into a huge heavy 

sword. He stepped frantically, and a sword cut into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the sword from the iron throne, his eyes were still full of fighting spirit, not timid, and 

shouted, "emperor of man, holy knife, up!" 



 

The sound fell, and an old war knife flew out of Ye Chen's body. With a clank, it blocked the sword 

cutting of the Iron Throne. 

 

The Iron Throne fought hard to cut down, but it could not shake the sword. 

 

That Sabre is the emperor's holy Sabre! 

 

At the moment, the emperor's holy knife, although not out of its sheath, is enough to resist the blow of 

the Iron Throne. 

 

Ye Chen grinned. Although his physical strength was exhausted, his spiritual strength was still there, 

enough to urge the emperor's holy knife. 

 

"What!" 

 

The Iron Throne's face pulled, and he could feel that the emperor's holy knife and ye Chen were almost 

closely integrated, and the air and machine were connected, and the man and knife were integrated. 
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Obviously, ye Chen's control over the emperor's holy knife was more in-depth, and even reached the 

situation of the unity of man and knife. 

 

"No! How about you holding the emperor's holy knife? I'll kill you today. No one can stop you from 

heaven and earth!" 

 

The Iron Throne roared, and his hair rushed to his crown. He was desperate and began to burn his life 

and blood crazily, as if he was going to die with Ye Chen regardless of his life. 

 



"This madman." 

 

Ye Chen snorted, took a deep breath, and slightly recovered a little physical aura. Behind him, he spread 

a pair of ancient wings, carried the emperor's holy knife, and flew to the sky. 

 

That pair of wings, with the mysterious smell of ancient times, is the wild wings! 

 

The wild divine wing is the great wilderness without classics 
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Wu Zu smiled indifferently and said, "it doesn't matter. I can't die for the time being, but I feel sorry that 

you want to kill the spirit of the Iron Throne." 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice, "that guy is too malicious to me. He wants to kill me. I can't let him go." 

 

Wu Zu sighed, "if you can, it's good to give him a chance to reform. After all, he is the spirit of the iron 

throne, and his strength is quite strong. If you can obey him, it's a big help for you." 

 

Ye Chen laughed and said, "it's more difficult to ask him to submit to me than to ascend to heaven!" 

 

Wu Zu was silent, and he also saw that there seemed to be no possibility of reconciliation between Ye 

Chen and the Iron Throne. He sighed again and said, "after all, he was raised by Hongjun's ancestor. It 

would be a pity to kill him like this." 

 

After a pause, Wu Zu said again, "well, you have your choice, and I won't impose interference." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and said, "yes, thank you, Master Wu, for your understanding!" 

 



Wu Zu narrowed his eyes, looked up and down at Ye Chen, and said, "I can't imagine that you can really 

cut all the flail and achieve unprecedented amazing achievements. It seems that sooner or later, you can 

step into the infinite space and time, establish the order of reincarnation, and save me from endless 

suffering." 

 

Ye Chen saw that Wu Zu's hands and feet were shackled, thinking that he must suffer a lot, and said, 

"please rest assured, Master Wu Zu, I will not disappoint your expectations!" 

 

Wu Zu smiled and said, "good, good, I created and understood a martial art in wuwuwuspacetime, and 

now I will teach it to you." 

 

With that, Wu Zu flexed his fingers and a piece of ancient jade slips flew to Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Ye Chen took a look and saw that the jade slips were engraved with the words "god elephant smashing 

into the sky". He was a little curious and asked, "god elephant smashing into the sky? How does this 

martial arts compare with the wilderness Wujing?" 

 

Dahuang Wujing is a martial art from Wuwu world, which is very powerful. 

 

The "god elephant smashing into the sky" created by Wu Zu, since it is also understood in the Wuwu 

world, I don't know how powerful it is, and how it compares with the great wilderness Wujing. 

 

Wu Zu laughed and said, "my martial arts should be a little better than the great wilderness Wujing." 

 

Ye Chen exclaimed, "is it even worse than the great wilderness Wujing?" 

 

You know, Dahuang Wujing is the top martial art cultivated by Huang Lao. It has nine layers, and it is 

very mysterious and vast. 

 

Ye Chen has practiced now 
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The magic weapon of the iron throne, no matter how powerful, is ownerless at the moment. 

 

Ye Chen cut all the flail, and with his current strength, he can reach the top! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and landed on the ground. Looking at the Iron Throne close at hand, it was 

another dreamy feeling. 

 

He didn't expect to be able to sit on the Iron Throne one day. 

 

Ren Feifan also fell down, stood beside Ye Chen and said, "go to the extreme. You are qualified. You are 

the master of the real world, and you are the real king! After all, you even pulled out the emperor's holy 

knife." 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly, shook his head and said, "pulling out the knife completely is only a perfect 

situation in a special state. In fact, with my current strength, I can only pull out half of it." 

 

Ye Chen took out the emperor's holy knife and tried to pull it out. Only half of it was pulled out, and the 

other half seemed to be embedded in the scabbard forever. No matter how hard he tried, he couldn't 

pull it out. 

 

Previously, ye Chen was able to pull out the knife completely because he had just cut off his shackles 

and was in a state of special enlightenment. Moreover, under the pressure of life and death of the iron 

throne, he was able to break through the limits of reality and pull out the sheath. 

 

Under normal conditions, ye Chen can pull out at most half of the blade. 

 

Ren Feifan said, "it's unparalleled to be able to draw a knife half way. Now, if you take charge of the Iron 

Throne again, it's really invincible." 

 

Ye Chen shrugged and said, "the world is invincible, but there are many enemies in the sky." 



 

Ye Chen and Ren Feifan laughed when these words were said. 

 

Then ye Chen calmed down and ascended the iron throne, sitting on the throne. 

 

Boom—— 

 

When ye Chen sat on the iron throne, the whole world trembled.. 

 

Not only the hell world, the outside world, the dark forbidden sea, the Taishang world, the universe of 

infinite space and time, all trembled at this moment. 

 

The aura of the iron throne had been lost a lot, but when ye Chen sat up, his reincarnation blood 

resonated with the iron throne, and the lost aura was completely restored. 

 

And ye Chen's reincarnation blood, also at this moment, got a huge gain, and the aura of all heavens and 

all worlds rushed frantically to him. 

 

The foundation of martial arts after he cut the flail was a little unstable and needed time to consolidate, 

but when he sat on the iron throne, all the foundations were completely stabilized. 

 

WOW! 

 

Ye Chen's body bloomed with golden light. 

 

He seemed to become a scorching sun, endless reincarnation golden light, shining out with 

incomparable brilliance. 

 

Ye Chen's reincarnation blood vessels complement the Iron Throne and blend with fish and water. 

 



He sat on the throne with only one feeling. This Iron Throne seemed to be forged for himself, and the 

breath was perfectly integrated with him. 

 

The golden light of reincarnation is blazing, and the land in the forbidden area is lifted under the light of 

Ye Chen. 

 

Wei Ying, Ji Siqing, demon emperor, Xiao Huang, blood dragon, mu Yinxi, shanrou, and ye Chen's 

grandfather all removed the iron, and the steel debris on their bodies fell all over the ground, restoring 

their original appearance. 

 

They looked at Ye Chen with astonishment, admiration and amazement. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen, full of divine light, sat on the iron throne, like a king who slaughtered the 

world, with incredible majesty. 

 

Everyone looked at Ye Chen, and there was only one feeling in their hearts. In this world, if there was a 

king who ruled everything, it was definitely Ye Chen! 

 

"Ye Chen..." 

 

Ji Siqing blankly covered her mouth and could hardly believe her eyes. Where did she think that as soon 

as she opened her eyes, ye Chen had taken over the Iron Throne and become a real king! 

 

Wei Ying was also stunned and dumbfounded. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's majestic atmosphere is too majestic. The reincarnation of the 100 flail power 

and the power of the Iron Throne king are perfectly integrated, which makes people tremble with fear 

and can't wait to kneel down. 

 

Many martial artists in the forbidden area were shocked and worshipped when they saw Ye Chen's 

magnificent appearance. 

 



Many warriors knelt in front of Ye Chen and repeatedly praised: "reincarnation is invincible!" 

 

Roar! 

 

The blood dragon roared, and after the iron was removed, he was also very excited, and flew to Ye 

Chen, rotating around the throne. 

 

Nourished by the vast reincarnation breath of Ye Chen, the body of the blood dragon also appeared a 

golden light, and the Dragon danced on the throne, which was magnificent. 

 

"Blood dragon, from today on, you are the spirit of the Iron Throne and the Dharma protector of my 

reincarnation. I give you the Dharma name, named holy dragon heavenly king." 

 

Ye Chen sat on the throne, and his voice was as loud as heaven's constitution, rolling all over the sky. 

 

After ye Chen's words fell, the blood dragon felt his breath and established a wonderful connection with 

the Iron Throne. 

 

From this moment on, it is the spirit of the iron throne! 

 

Moreover, ye Chen gave it the title of holy Dragon Emperor, and it was promoted and transformed on 

the spot. There was a rolling disaster, and then the disaster was dissolved by the power of reincarnation. 

The blood dragon soared like a disaster, and its body actually exuded the great atmosphere of the 

emperor. 

 

The heavenly king here is not the heavenly king in Tianxuan realm, but an ancient title containing the 

will of heaven and earth! 

 

That was the case with the ten Heavenly Kings and ancestors! 

 

After the blood dragon devoured the heavenly principle, his strength has surpassed that of the ordinary 

heavenly monarch, but he has never had the position and Qi of the heavenly monarch. 



 

But at this moment, ye Chen, with a hint of heavenly constitution, calls it the emperor of heaven, and it 

immediately degenerates into the emperor of heaven! 

 

"Thank you, master longen!" 

 

The blood dragon was surprised and bowed down to Ye Chen. From this moment on, it was the real 

emperor, with the legal name "holy Dragon Emperor"! 

 


